
Face masks with clear plastic mouth window 

Nathan Johnson < bisondust@icloud.com> 

Mon 7/27/2020 3:50 AM 

To: Public Comment <publiccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us> 

Warning! 

This message originates from OUTSIDE the District's email system, Please verify the sender 

and contents before opening attachments or clicking any links. Contact the IT Help 

Desk<mailto:%20helpdesk@mcps.k12.mtus> at 406-728-2400 x7777 with any questions, 

I read a very interesting article explaining why face masks with clear mouth windows are a 

necessity for re-opening schools this fall. We all understand these masks with clear mouth 

windows are so important to allow the hearing impaired to read lips and thus communicate 

effectively. The article explains how dependent we as human beings are on reading the entire 

facial expression of those we are communicating with. The key elements are not only what the 

eyes are saying, but also the physical signals mouth is sending. They are the essence of 

successful human communication. I think it is essential that all teachers in the school district 

wear these mouth window masks. The school district should purchase these for all students. 

They are not that expensive, would make all students feel part of the group (even those who 

might not be able to afford them or not think mask wearing is important) and help get the 

"mask" message out to families and all of Missoula. Thanks, Nate Johnson, 734-693-6538 



Return to school decision 

Anna Puryear <annalpuryear@gmail.com> 
Mon 7/27/2020 7:24 AM 

To: Public Comment <publiccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us>; publiccomment@mcpsmt.org 
<publiccomment@mcpsmt.org> 

Warning! 
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This message originates from OUTSIDE the District's email system. Please verify the sender and contents 
before opening attachments or clicking any links. Contact the IT Help Desk at 406-728-2400 x7777 with 
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Good Afternoon, 
We just read Dr. Watson's update to parents and are very concerned as professionals and 
as parents, that there will not be a decision about how we are returning to school at 
tomorrow's board meeting. Also, that we as parents won't even get a survey until August 
3. We do not feel this is responsible for the teachers trying to prepare nor the families
trying to do the same.

Is there an explanation about why this is taking so long and when a final decision will be 
made? 

We have 1 daughter at Hellgate Elementary and we knew the decision last week about 
the plan. These parents have the benefit of knowing the district's decision, making a 
choice, and moving forward planning how they will make life work based on their choice. 

I understand the need to look at data, but if the board and Dr. Watson feel like the hybrid 
model is the best option right now, please make this the decision tomorrow, Tuesday 27 
July. There really just needs a decision made now so that all people involved can 
plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 
Anna and Jeb Puryear 
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Fwd: MCPS 2020-2021 - middle school start time 

Carin Pugh Hansen <cpugh99@hotmail.com> 
Mon 7/27/20209:11 AM 

To: Public Comment <publiccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us> 

Warning!' 

This message originates from OUTSIDE the District's email system. Please verify the sender and contents 
before opening attachments or clicking any links. Contact the IT Help Desk at 406-728-2400 x7777 with 
any questions. 

Hello, 

I am wondering if there would be consideration to start Middle School at 8:30 or 

9 instead of the proposed earlier 8am. I know a later start time would be best for 

my 6th grader for many reasons. While we don't bus to school, I think about how 

early middle schoolers will have to get up to catch a bus and boy, they are 

starting to need even more sleep! Additionally, consistent sleep schedules are 

key and with the proposed Hybrid schedule (that we might fall back into at other 

times throughout the year) I don't think many middle schoolers will be waking up 

and ready by 8am on their remote learning days which thus will make for an 

inconsistent schedule which isn't supporting them to be the most healthy. 

One reference though I know you are probably familiar with the data. 

https:ijwww.cdc.gov/features/students-sleep/index.html 

Thanks for considering! 

Carin P. Hansen 

https://www.cdc.gov/features/students-sleep/index.html


Why kids need to go back to school. PERIOD. 

The Gathers <gatherfamily@gmail.com> 
Mon 7/27/2020 1:18 PM 

To: Public Comment <pub1iccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us> 

Warning! 
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"Joseph G. Allen is an assistant professor of exposure assessment science, 

director of the Healthy Buildings program at Harvard University's T.H. Chan 

School of Public Health and co-author of "Healthy Buildings: How Indoor Spaces 

Drive Performance and Productivity." 

I've spent more than 10 years as a forensic investigator of "sick buildings." The 

stakes were often extraordinarily high: a hospital where four people had died 

and hundreds were at risk; a factory where workers were at risk of getting an 

irreversible respiratory disease called "Popcorn Lung"; a military base where 

housing was suspected in the deaths of 11 infants. 

In all of these investigations, I was asked, "Is it safe to go back in the 

building?" If, after the appropriate controls were in place, my answer was "yes," 

I always paused for one final gut-check question: Would my answer be any 

different if my family was involved? 

When people ask me whether schools are safe during the 

coronavirus pandemic, I ask the same question: Would I let my kids go back to 

school in the fall? The answer is yes.

Let's first acknowledge a hard truth: Widespread school closures come with 

devastating costs. 

First, school closures are creating "virtual dropouts." Twenty percent of Boston 

high school students didn't log into class in May, and only half of the elementary 

school children in Philadelphia made daily contact. Even those with access to 
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computers who do check in are not learning in the same way. This will increase 

our country's education gap and exacerbate racial and social inequalities - with 

impacts that will persist for years. 

Second, school closures impact kids' health. Students who are out of school are 

more likely to be sedentary and experience weight gain. Many also lose access 

to hot meals; millions of children rely on federal programs for free or reduced

price meals. 

Third, a disproportionate burden of working from home is falling on women. 

Many are now working two extra jobs: household manager and home-schooling 

supervisor. This widens another gap in our society, as working women risk 

either dropping out of the workplace or face career advancement challenges 

that many men, and those without children, won't have. 

Finally, lockdowns put children at greater risk of abuse, neglect, 

exploitation and violence. 

Now for the good news: Kids are at lower risk from complications of covid-19, 

and basic risk-reduction control measures are working. 

On children, a study in Switzerland confirms what we have known for some 

time: School-age kids have extremely low infection fatality rates. Of the 

thousands of children found to have been infected, not a single one died. 

On prevention, we are seeing that in many hospitals, the number of infections 

of front-line doctors and nurses has dropped way down. Why? Strict controls 

are in place focusing on just three things: mask-wearing, hand-washing and air

cleaning. 

To get our kids back to school in the fall, we can start with similar strategies 

and then build in additional controls. My team at Harvard put together a 

report on risk-reduction strategies that can keep kids safe. A few important 

recommendations: 
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• Create a culture of health, safety and shared responsibility. No

single control strategy alone is sufficient, and no single individual is

solely responsible. Reopening schools safely will require changing

culture to a "health-first" mind-set with everyone playing a role.

• Stay home if sick. Students with symptoms should be sent home

immediately or quarantined in an open and well-ventilated space.

• Wear masks, with breaks built into the day. Students, teachers

and administrators should wear masks to and from school, in

common areas and in classrooms when physical distancing is not

possible. Schools should create "mask-free" time to reduce fatigue.

• Wash hands frequently. Cleaning and disinfecting all surfaces all

day long is impractical. The better approach is frequent hand

washing and the use of hand sanitizer.

• Clean the air indoors. Start working on air-cleaning now. Schools

should find out how much fresh air they can bring into their building.

Increase the ventilation rate if you have a mechanical system and

open windows if you don't. Supplement that with higher-level filters

and consider getting portable air purifiers for your classrooms.

• Physically distance to protect individual health. Do your best to

maintain six feet of separation in classrooms, but don't keep kids

out of the classroom just because there isn't enough space

(remember, hospitals don't physically distance; they rely on other

controls).

• Socially distance to slow transmission chains. Keep classes

operating as subgroups and separate these groups as much as

possible. This can help prevent mini-outbreaks from infecting the

whole school.

Make no mistake, there will be outbreaks in some schools even with these 

measures. Whether we open schools will be determined by our risk tolerance as 

a society. What will we accept for schools? If the answer is "zero cases," 

that will require us shutting schools for another year. The costs of that approach 
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are too great, especially when there are proven risk-reduction strategies at 

hand." 

I obviously did not write this but I feel that every point I wanted to make is 

covered in this. We must forge a path forward with the reality we have and do 

right for our children and community! 



School opening comment 

Rachel Kantor <patteecanyonoutdoorschool@gmail.com> 
Mon 7/27/2020 3:32 PM 

To: Public Comment <publiccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us>

Warning! 
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and contents before opening attachments or clicking any links. Contact the IT Help 
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Hello, 

Here are my thoughts, ideas, and what I want to see for school reopening. Some of them are a 
reiteration of the current plan. 

~ Open air classrooms (see New York during the flu epidemic)- outside as much as possible 
and windows open while inside. Warm clothes and layers during cold weather to allow for this. 
Reduce or eliminate air conditioning and heat given the dangers of recirculated air. Clipboards 
and cut up yoga mats to sit on while outside are what I use for my students when outside and 
it works well. 

~ Please maintain small classes throughout the entire year in order to minimize risk and 
maintain 6 feet distancing. 3 feet is not enough. Move to a reduced, in-person schedule for 
the whole year. 

~ Masks while inside. 

~ Sanitation plan. 

~ Focus on social/emotional rather than academic achievement. No standardized tests for this 
year. 

~ Health/safety checks two times a day to catch those coming down with something during 
the day, as well as those children who have been medicated to cover symptoms. 

~ Hourly hand washing. 

~ Stay home if sick, regardless of how minor an illness, including colds, stuffy nose and cough. 

~ Plan for teacher/student safety taking into account ongoing research and current case 
numbers and testing numbers not dependent on current phase as it is not reflective of safety 
and risk as it has become political. 
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~ Quarantine/shut down plan for positive cases exposure of individuals within a school and 

policy about open communication to families about exposures with in the school. 

~ Plan for substitutes. Will there be enough subs to cover increased teacher absences? What 

will happen if a sub is not found? Currently classes sometimes double up with another class if 

a sub cannot be found, but this should no longer be allowed, so there needs to be a back up 

plan when there is a lack of subs. 

~ Idea- MS and HS move to mostly distance learning and move the younger kids into those 

spaces. Rotate them in groups. Academics in their reg classrooms and special classes in the 

HS/MS space- music, art, PE, etc. Allow the older grades to attend in person 1 day a week to 

touch base with teachers. 

Thank you for your hard work! 

Rachel Kantor 



School Reopening Plan 

Graham Meng <graham@mtmengs.com> 
Tue 7/28/2020 12:10 AM 

To: Public Comment <publiccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us> 

Warning! 
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MCPS District 1 Trustees, 

I write in to voice my questions and concerns about the current MCPS reopening plans for 

the 2020/21 school year. Unfortunately our world is facing difficult times, further muddied 

by significant opinions and misinformation spreading throughout our society and media 
that has let to significant anxiety and loss of reality in our country. We can talk about the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the health and safety of our students and teachers, and many other 
things I will assume others have commented. What we fail to continue to evaluate is that in 
Montana, and especially in Missoula county, we are in a very positive position that favors 

reopening schools and more of our economy. 

Our case rate per capita continues to be one of the lowest in the nation, especially in 
Missoula county, and continues to fall in the "test and contact trace" category. This means 

we have adequate virus control and lack of significant community spread. This bodes 
incredibly well for school reopening. 

As the husband of a kindergarten teacher at Hawthorne, as well as a medical professional, I 
don't feel that the current recommendations are in the best interest of the youth of our 

society. Online education, especially in lower socioeconomic statuses, is 100% inadequate 
and ineffective. The hybrid models proposed, with no concrete plan or evidence to get back 

to the "phase 4" reopening are very troubling. 

We need leadership, and not a "wait and see" approach that has been proposed by Mr. 
Watson. It is unfair to the students of Missoula to be worried about Bozeman and Billings 
rather than focusing on our communit. We are hundreds of miles away from these places 
and their environment is much different than ours. Please reconsider your plans for the 

primary grades. 

Sincerely, 

Graham Meng 
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Graham K Meng DDS, MS, FACP 

Prosthodontics, Implant, and Reconstructive Dentistry 



Public school reopening comment 

Isaac Kantor <isaac@kantorlawmt.com> 

Tue 7/28/2020 3:04 AM 

To: Public Comment <publiccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us> 

Warnililg! 
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Dear School Board, 

I have three children in MCPS {two at Washington Middle School, one at Hellgate High School). I 

support many aspects of your reopening plan, especially keeping it tied to conditions in Missoula 

County, rather than "phases" the state or nation may be in, which appear to be primarily political 

rather than scientific. I would encourage you to consider adding the following: 

• Sanitation plan for the schools, extra sanitation for children {ie mandatory hourly hand

sanitation)

• Ventilation -we know that outside air is helpful, and stagnant or recirculated indoor air is

responsible for spread

• What is your plan when/if a student or staff tests positive at a school

• Do health checks with students when they arrive. Parents cannot be trusted to do this

adequately

• Although it's a good idea to remain responsive to conditions and I support reevaluating every

two weeks as you propose, as a practical matter, this is incredibly hard for working parents to

plan around. The single most helpful thing you could do would be to make a Phase 1 type

option will be available all quarter or semester for families (unless school is shut down

entirely). We just cannot plan for the possibility of schedule changes every two weeks, and it

will drive many folks to home school or on line options instead.

Thanks for your consideration, and good luck I 

Isaac l<antor 

l<antor Law, PLLC 

406.529.6787 

www.kantorlawmt.com 



Comments re Reopening Plan 

Jori Quinlan <jori.quinlan@gmail.com> 
Tue 7/28/2020 4:22 AM 

To: Public Comment <publiccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Vincent M. Giammona 

<vmgiammona@mcps.k12.mt.us> 
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Dear Board of Trustees, 

Thank you for your diligent and thoughtful work as we all navigate the challenges created 
by Covid-19. 

I am writing this comment in regards to the most recent iteration of the District's proposed 
reopening plan. My daughter is going into 1st grade at Chief Charlo, and my husband is a 
teacher at Willard. Both love MCPS. 

I have two primary requests. First, please put the health of our kids, school staff, and all 
those they interact with first. Second, please focus on simplicity and stability so that kids, 
parents, and school staff can plan their lives. 

1. Please put the health of our kids, school staff, and all those they interact with

first. Please be cautious about reopening. I would far rather take a longer, more
conservative approach early on than yo-yo back and forth between phases for a year
because we were too eager to get back to normal. After five months of social distancing and
purposeful, careful decision-making in order to keep our bubble small, the reopening of
schools will multiply the number of contacts my own family has, and this of course will be
repeated for every child and every family. Until we are more certain the virus is under

control, please focus on maintaining small in-person class sizes, even though this creates
enormous difficulty for all of us in trying to navigate work schedules, child care, and remote

learning.

I appreciate that the current reopening plan ties the implementation of new phases to local 
data. As different measures may be more or less important/telling at different phases in our 
fight against the virus, I encourage you to leave some wiggle room in what measures MCPS 

will rely on to make these decisions in cooperation with the health department. 

2. Please focus on simplicity and stability so that kids, parents, and school staff can

plan their lives with less stress. The current plan is far too complex and uncertain, with
two modified reopening phases (Phase I and II), re-assessment occurring every 16 days, and
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the staggered shortened school days. This is totally unworkable for parents, kids, and school 
staff. 

• Please extend the reassessment periods. We need more ability and forewarning to
plan our lives, schedule meetings, arrange child care, etc. Further, testing is not
immediate enough at this point to reassess so frequently. The data is behind and
more time is needed to understand where we actually are. Even if data is looking
good (improving or staying stable), we need to know that we can sustain that

before expanding the reopening. Please consider adopting a single phase for the
first quarter and then reassessing for the second quarter.

• Please consider staying in Phase 1 until the virus is well under control. Phase 1 limits
the number of students our kids and school staff will be exposed to and allows for
more social distancing as well as some in-person learning. Plus, it is actually easier
in some cases (like mine) to plan for a full day of remote learning than leaving work
in the middle of the day every day.

• For ease of planning, please consider eliminating Phase 2 or just incorporating its
protective measures into Phase 3 reopening since we likely will not be returning to
what used to be normal for a long time.

• PLEASE reconsider the shortened and staggered scheduling for school days in both
Phase 1 and 2. I understand the schedule is intended to allow for more bus routes
in order to reduce the number of kids on each bus. This is obviously important.
However, ending the school day in the middle of the day forces working parents to
expose their children to yet another group of children in child care. (How on earth
are parents of middle schoolers to leave work at 1 and parents of elementary
schoolers to leave work at 1 :30 in order to pick up their kids?) If the safety of
kids/families/school staff is really a priority during Phase I and Phase 11, the plan
should not require that parents place their kids in a separate child care setting.
Further, I don't know how we will afford having to purchase twice the amount of
child care as we usually need during the regular school year. And for families like
mine where one parent is an MCPS employee on a totally different shift from their

child's, all the burden of this staggered, shortened schedule falls on one parent.
0 If busing requires that the formal school day end early for bussed children, 

please work with child care providers to provide substantive, productive, 
educational socially-distanced learning opportunities at school, at least 
through the typical end of the school day. Can the groups be limited by 
grade? Or in some other way that reduces the cross-over between classes? 
The providers will need more spaces on site so that they can provide care to 
smaller groups. The groups will also need more structure since children may 

need to be in child care for twice the amount of time. 

Again, thank you for your hard work and creative thinking during these difficult times. May 

you and yours stay safe and healthy, 
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Jori Quinlan 
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A note from the facebook group "Homeschool & Remote Learning Pods for 

Missoula" 

Jess Matthiae <jess2breathe@gmail.com> 
Tue 7/28/2020 5:09 AM 

To: Public Comment <pub1iccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us> 

Warning! 

his message originates from OUTSIDE the District's email system. Please verify the sender and contents 
before opening attachments or dicking any links. Contact the IT H,•jp Desl< at 406-728-2400 x7777 with 
any questions. 

Hello - if there is still time for public comment I'd love to weigh in. 

I own a small preschool and have so many graduates in town whose families are so 
overwhelmed about this coming school year. I created a facebook group for people to 
communicate about alternative possibilities, or at least supplemental learning (social, art, 
nature, physical, etc). 

Many of us are uncomfortable with people pulling their kids out of public schools as that 
will have other consequences. As we were talking about what people want this school year, 
J kept thinking that the school system could be the one creating, not us. Meaning you have 
the students, the educators, the administrators and the space. It is not easy of course .... it 
is taking more creativity than we could have imagined. But just think of the discoveries we may 
find by doing education differently in the long run. 

What we all seem to want: Small pods of children that stay together for the school year. 
Between 5 and 10 kids. With one educator. In person. Lots of time outside. 

I don't know what you could create... but for my preschool I'm trying to buy a large canvas tent 
to put outside as our outdoor classroom (https:Uwww.coloradoyurt.com/tents/tentoptions/). 
They did outside education and large canvas tents for sick people during the 1918 pandemic. 
Ventilation and outdoor air is key. So much more so than sanitizing. 

Could groups of kids be more mobile since space could be an issue? Travel? Spend the day in 
the woods? Outdoor education (like Forest Schools) has been tested and is very successful on 
so many levels. 

Could it be less expensive in the long run to hire more educators? Let some of the paras take a 
group of kids with the supervision of a licensed teacher? 

I know there are more numerous factors than you can count when you dismantle a huge 
system. But this approach could benefit our lives more than we realize, and be forward 

https://www.coloradoyurt.com/tents/tent-options/
https://www.coloradoyurt.com/tents/tent-options/


thinking and actually quite enjoyable instead of just trying to make due with a crappy 
situation. 
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I love the work you've done already. You have an impossible task in front of you. I've heard 
this desire (small groups, lots of time outside, in person) from SO many parents. I wanted to 

pass it along in case you could figure out how to make it work somehow! 

Jess Matthiae 

Peaceful Heart Yoga 
Peaceful Heart Preschool 

725 W. Alder #3, Missoula, MT 59802 
(406) 239-9642
PeacefulHeartYogaMissoula.com



2020-21 School Vear Comments 

Brian Goulstone <bgoulstone@gmail.com> 
Tue 7/28/2020 10:02 AM 

To: Public Comment <pub1iccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us> 
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Cc: Jeffrey Avgeris <javgeris@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Grace McNamee Decker <gdecker@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Michael J. 
Smith <mjsmith@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Vicki McDonald <vmcdonald@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Kaan Mercer 
<kmercer@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Wilena Old Person <woldperson@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Diane Lorenzen 

<dlorenzen@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Robert Watson <rwatson@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Elise Guest 
< EGuest@mcps.k12.mt.us> 

Warniagl 

This message originates from OUTSIDE the District's email system. Please verify the sender and contents 
before opening attachments or clicking any links. Contact the IT Help Desk at 406-728-2400 x7777 with 
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Superintendent Watson, Dr. Guest, and MCPS Trustees, 

Regardless which schooling option is chosen, split time in-person or wholly remote, the 
state, district, and schools must create a comprehensive plan that addresses the 
shortcomings from last Spring: 

You MUST mandate hours of instruction be equal to the amount students would receive 
from in-class learning. The district Spring mandate of only 10-12 hours total a week was 

UNACCEPTABLE. 

The district MUST create and implement a total remote learning curriculum to be uniformly 

applied. 
Spring teaching varied widely from school, from grade to grade, and even from teacher to 

teacher. For example, some students received streaming classes, others teacher-recorded 
lessons, and others none of the above. 

Universal remote learning standards MUST be set and adhered to. 
Spring learning relied too heavily on third party YouTube videos, copy & pasted 

worksheets, third party commercial websites (often requiring students sign up with their 

personal information). Teacher directed instruction should always be the main goal. 

Synchronous learning is a MUST. 

Real-time streaming classes must be mandated by either the state or the school district. 
Students should participate as a class using a real-time streaming service which would 

involve in-class students and, at the same time, any remote learners. Regularly scheduled 

peer to peer interaction in a teacher directed setting should be the mandated model. 
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While remote learning was unexpectedly thrust upon everyone last Spring, we now have 
that experience to build upon in order to create a positive and effective learning experience 

for all. 
Thank you. 

Brian Goulstone 

4010 Duncan Drive 
Missoula, MT 59802 

(406) 830-4256

BGoulstone@gmail.com



Question regarding tough political climate 

Sarah Fielding <sarah.fielding.counseling@gmail.com> 
Tue 7/28/2020 11 :04 AM 

To: Public Comment <publiccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us> 
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Hello, 

First, I'd like to express my sincere gratitude for the work you all provide for our community 
and youth, especially during these difficult times. 

As a clinical social worker and a MCPS parent I have been witnessing and hearing some 
difficult conversations youth are having in regards to the BLM movement and the pandemic. 
Our country is politically polarized more than ever (information I am sure you all are aware 
01) and adults are even struggling to have constructive conversations. Youth appear to be
engaging on popular social media sites and often insulting one another as a result. I have
had nightly conversations with both of my kids, ages 13 &16 about what they are seeing on
their social media accounts as well as young clients I work with. I have concerns about how
these conversations will manifest in the schools once kids are back together whether online
or in person.

I am curious if teachers and staff have expressed any concerns about how to navigate these 
conversations and if they have, do you all have the resources to support them? 

Thank you for your time, I was hoping I could join the school board meeting but I will be 
working late tonight. 

-Sarah Fielding-

Sarah Fielding, MSW, LCSW 

P.O. 9242 

Missoula, MT 59807 

406-207-7379

*This communication may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the person to whom it is

addressed, do not read, copy or allow anyone else to read. Please respect the confidentiality of the material

and the federal and state laws that protect it. If this has been transmitted to you by mistake, please let me

know.



Public comments. 

Adriel Shearer <ezra.shearer@gmail.com> 
Tue 7/28/2020 2:24 PM 
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To: Public Comment <publiccomment@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Jeffrey Avgeris <javgeris@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Grace 
McNamee Decker <gdecker@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Marcia E. Holland <meholland@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Diane Lorenzen 

<dlorenzen@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Vicki McDonald <vmcdonald@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Koan Mercer 

<kmercer@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Wilena Old Person <woldperson@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Michael J. Smith 

<rnjsmith@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Sharon Sterbis <ssterbis@mcps.k12.mt.us>; Jen Vogel <jvogel@mcps.k12.mt.us>; 

Ann Wake <awake@mcps.k12.mt.us> 

Warning! 
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July 28th 2020, 

To the public, The Trustees, and TI1e Superintendent 

Below are some thoughts about the current reopening plan. Unfortunately I can not endorse this 

plan as so many details have been left unsaid. But more than anything I think that we need to be 

upfront and honest with the public and all stakeholders in our decision. We do not know if it is safe to 

return to school. The data that is being used to inform our plan is not applicable for our three urban 

high schools and we are not taking the decisive and definitive action necessary to ensure our students 

are safe. Will the steps we are outlining increase safety and reduce risk of transmission, yes obviously 

and absolutely. But MCPS is guessing. So let's lead with that. MCPS can not be certain that no one 

will be infected in our schools. MCPS can not be certain that social distancing will be adhered to in 

every classroom. This plan seems to be delaying the inevitable shift to full remote learning. And if that 

is the case we should simply make that decision for high schools now and concentrate on opening our 

elementary schools in as safe a way as possible. 

The stark truth is that no one knows if it is safe to return to school. In the absence of that 

certainty the MCPS plan the best guess we have to minimize risk. MCPS hopes that this will make 

things safer. But there is a greater than zero chance that our students and our staff will become 

infected by coronavirus at our schools. This is especially true at the high school level. We know that 

the safest possible thing for high school staff and students is to go full remote until there is a vaccine. 

SO we are left with a cost benefit analysis. Do the costs of remote learning outweigh the harms of 

increased risk of coronavirus. OR do the benefits of in person learning outweigh the costs of 

contracting coronavirus? Compounding the problem are the anticipated restrictions to teaching and 

learning that will put in place. Masks, labs, student interaction, teacher interaction etc. 

I am not opposed to the plan. I believe that certain aspects of the plan deserve increased scrutiny. 
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Remote Learning: 

The students who opt to be full remote students will not have regular classroom teachers leading their 

instruction. They will have MCPS teachers "facilitating" their successful navigation of a for profit 

company's curriculum. Currently, MCPS administrators are evaluating a number of private for profit 

companies to farm out our students who are or have families at elevated health risks. One example of 

the type of product they are considering is provided by APEX Learning. 

APEX learning is owned by Education Growth Partners LLC. Education Growth Partners is "a private 

equity firm dedicated to small buyouts and providing growth capital to proven, high potential learning, 

data and knowledge, and workplace compm1ies that offer compelling solutions to unmet needs the 

extensive operating experience and investment expertise of Education Growth Partners; team ensures 

its companies receive an infusion of highly strategic capital and insight that can accelerate their reach, 

scale and impact to create long-term value" (https://edgrowth.com/). For APEX Learning profitability 

and long-term value means taking students out of public school classrooms m1d putting them into their 

virtual classes. We do not know who is teaching these students, we can assume they are not licensed 

Montana educators or familiar with the MCPS curriculum or the work ofMCPS PLCs. We know our 

students and our taxpayers deserve and demand an education provided by our Missoula teachers in a 

student-centered responsive manner. We can not outsource the education of our students who have 

elevated health risks and we do not need to do so. 

These platforms do not offer the same learning opportunities for our students. APEX has a limited 

number of classes for students to choose from. Many of our students will have their educational 

opportunities diminished because they are not returning to school in the fall. These students should not 

have to choose between their education and their health. Yet that is what we are proposing to them. 

Either you return in the fall or you don't get to take all of the classes you are eager to take. Some of 

these classes that will not be offered include AP and IB Diploma classes, specialized electives and 

advanced math, science, health and engineering classes. Many of the classes we have been heralding 

and holding up for our students as the innovative and unique opportunities offered at MCPS will be 

closed to our students through no fault of their own. 

Even if we are to accept that under remote learning students will have limited options for courses we 

should not compromise on the value of the education that they are receiving. Our students and our 

community expect MCPS teachers and they deserve nothing less than highly qualified Montana 

certified instructors. Replacing an ELA teacher at MCPS with 20 years of experience who knows your 

name, knows your street, knows your neighbors with an anonymous teacher working remotely on the 

other side of the country is not what our community needs, deserves or expects. We know nothing of 

the curriculum, the assessment, who the teachers are, what their qualifications are. All we !mow is that 

these platforms are designed from the bottom up to maximize profits for investors. MCPS teachers are 

up to the challenge and willing and able to provide remote learning opportunities for our students. By 

fulfilling our need for remote learning internally we ensure our students will have a high quality 

education, will adhere to MCPS curriculum standards and will be able to seamlessly transition back to 

in person classes. 

https://edgrowth.com/
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Our tax dollars should stay in the local economy and outsourcing to the direct competition of public 

schools could result in long term costs to our schools and our district. We rely on our community for 

our funding. Shipping the taxes they pay to a venture capitalist in Seattle and New York City is a 

betrayal of that responsibility especially when that same venture capitalist would prefer if the students 

that use their product this year, in desperation, decide to continue using that product for the rest of their 

public education. IF just 10% of the students who are forced by MCPS to use APEX or a competitor 

this year opt to go with APEX for the rest of their academic career that cciuld mean 70 fewer high 

school students next year. We can not afford to pay our competitors to teach our students. The future 

of public education will be shaped by the decisions we make now. We can not compromise on our 

demand for local teachers to meet the needs of every one of our students. Ensuring local teachers 

teach our students also is responsive to the social and emotional well-being of our students. We can not 

out-source our relationships, the foundation of all good teaching. 

Informing onr decision process: 

On our district website MCPS claims "Our plan will be based on the COVID-19 outbreak 

conditions in Missoula and surrounding counties." However, in Rob's communication and current 

presentation to the board there is no mention of the rates of infection of surrounding counties. As 

Missoula is the heait of commerce for Western Montana; any plat1 for reopening must consider the 

case count and rates for our surrounding communities. Our students, families and businesses are 

constantly interacting with members of our tl1is broader commtmity. We must, as we stated, evaluate 

all surrounding counties and beyond in our evaluation of our community spread and incidences of 

infection. 

Further stifling to our decision process is the delay in case counts that tile MCHD is using. We are 

looking through a time machine to view what cases were like two weeks prior each time we look at 

this data. This is not appropriate or helpful during a dynamic and rapidly changing situation. To 

complicate matters we are asking staff and families to make decisions now based upon data that is two 

weeks old about where they will be in tl1e future. The current graph does not have accurate numbers 

. from July 7- present and hasn't been updated in over a week. (here) Will it be safe for us to return to 

work, will it be safe for my child to return? If we are making decisions infonned by data we are in an 

impossible situation. This delay becomes even more problematic when we return to in person classes. 

If a student tests positive will the teacher then have to wait until a negative test to return to the 

building? During that time will the substitute teacher have to test negative prior to entering the 

classroom? Will students be asked to leave the classroom if they have any symptoms? Who decides if 

the child is exhibiting symptoms? We can't commit to a plan without the details of that plan. 

Mathematical Models: 

The PA Schools study is informative but deeply problematic for planning on reopening 

Sentinel, Hellgate and Big Sky High Schools. There are a few key aspects of their modeling to 

consider. At the high school level the inputs used to determine transmission rates do not include 

passing periods, open campus lunch or mixed grade level classes and the size of the high school used 

in the model is 600 total students (See page 43). Models can not work unless the parameters and inputs 

are the same; this is especially true when we are attempting to calculate disease transmission rates. Let 

https://www.missoulacounty.us/government/health/health-department/emergency-preparedness/covid-19-epidemiology
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us consider that we are making a decision to reopen schools and that decision is based upon a non-peer 

reviewed study of schools with half as many students than ours and conditions significantly different 

from where we stand. 

The average overall and individual class size used in the model is significantly lower than the 

MCPS average. This model also assumes 20% of students opting not to return in the fall. We do not 

know what that number is for MCPS so we do not know what our final number of students will be. 

Meaning the classrooms in the model would only see 9 students on average. Our classrooms, even if 

we have 20% opt out, would be closer to 12 students. Unless we have fewer students opt out then the 

student count would be much higher. All total this model is assuming only 240 or so students will be in 

the building on any one day. At Sentinel, that number will be closer to 500 students in the building. 

The model used relies upon the number of agents (students) and their interactions with one another to 

predict transmission rates, that prediction is based upon half as many students in a building than we 

have. 

To complicate matters more there has been no official announcement regarding how passing 

periods and lunch will be handled at MCPS high schools. Yet alone any announced plans to limit 

students to grade level specific classes. The model does not have inputs for passing periods to calculate 

transmission rates or mixed grade level classes. The model also treats all students K-12 as having the 

same rates of transmission. A recent peer-reviewed study shows that 10-19 year old children transmit 

the virus at the san1e rates as adults (summarized here). The model does not account for this. I am no 

mathematician or statistician but I have an inclination that when calculating complex mathematical 

predictions and models increasing factors by 33% (average student in each classroom) or 100% the 

doubling of the entire 9th grade class the other corresponding numbers would also increase. 

Finally, this is a mathematical model used to predict agent interactions. Let's not fool ourselves 

or anyone else. This is a guess. It is guessing what the result will be. We too are guessing what the 

result will be. 

**Model does not take intramural sports as an agent.** 

Unanswered Questions 

How will bathroom breaks be managed? 

How will passing periods be managed? 

https://www.missoulacounty.us/government/health/health-department/emergency-preparedness/covid-19-epidemiology
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How will supplies for cleaning the room after each class be distributed? 

Buses drop off at dramatically different times where are students supposed to wait until classes begin? 

Will parking lots be patrolled? Wills students be allowed to loiter in parking lots? 

Will students be allowed to carpool? 

Will students be participating in extracurricular activities? 

Can students work in groups? 

Will students have a time to take a break from masks? 

Can a teacher walk around the classroom? 

Can a teacher correct work and pass it back to students or are other means of distribution necessruy? 

Can students participate in labs? 

If cases spike, but we are still in phase one but a student no longer feels safe will they be compelled to 

attend classes? 

Can students be held accountable for "remote learning" work? 

Can we assign homework in addition to our normal class meeting times? 

Can we assign homework when we are not meeting for in class sessions? 

How will lunch be managed? 

Will drinking fountains be turned off? If so, where will students get water during the day? 

Will sparta mart and other school stores be opened? 

What liability is the district taking on? Ifl infect students run I liable? Is the district liable? 

Can the district be sued? 

Will staff and students be supplied masks? 

How many masks per day will be provided? 

What type of masks will be provided? 

Will paras and SPED teachers receive N95 masks? 

What requirements will be placed upon student and teacher masks? 

If a student or a teacher has a "mask" that is ineffective on who will enforce that? 

Who will supervise student health screenings? 

When and where will students be undergoing health screenings? 

If a teacher has symptoms will their tests be prioritized? Who will administer the test? Will the entire 

class quarantine while waiting for test results? 

When Covid appears what will be the direct action Taken? 
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This message originates from OUTSIDE the District's email system. Please verify the sender and contents 
before opening attachments or clicking any links. Contact the IT Help Desk at 406-728-2400 x7777 with 
any questions. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I was surprised after reading your Public Comment section of all the opinions of not having 

kids return to full time learning. I missed the July 23
th 

meeting so I am not in the "know" of 

what was discussed there. Likewise, I was not there to support a fulltime classroom schedule 

with a remote learning option. All the parents I have spoken with have wanted to return to 

full time classroom learning, but I believe our opinions are not being heard. I will try to spread 

this email address around to others to submit their opinion so our side will be heard more. 

I will have 2 kids that will be in different schools. A 12 year old going to Hellgate and a 14 year 

going to Big Sky. I observed the remote learning process last year and found it profoundly and 

unbelievably lacking. I understand it was unplanned for, but the process itself on its best day 

is lacking in a multitude of ways. 

Florence schools recently met with the public and had an overwhelming response for the 

request of fulltime onsite classes. They acquiesced the public and are doing so with remote 

learning as an option. Hellgate followed suite also. My request and opinion is for you to offer 

the same opportunity to the kids at Big Sky that are being allowed to others. 

I have read the other opinions stating the safety risk isn't worth it. I believe the current risks 

to society and families and the far reaching ones into the future outweigh the safety risks. I 

believe raising kids that have been taught through remote learning is a greater risk. The kids 

are not learning that way without a parent to oversee it and supplement it. If a parent had 

the option to stay home to supplement remote learning then that would be a different 

scenario, that will not however be the case for all kids. I believe the children that will be left 

home alone due to remote learning create an even higher risk than returning to school 

fulltime. I believe the pressure and stress this puts on families between schedules, 

employment, and relationships will cause both long term and short term risks that our society 

cannot afford to lose any ground on. We have to do all we can to help our kids succeed and 

become productive members of society. Without a guarantee of an attentive parent in every 

home that can be present throughout the entire remote learning process, it is not a good 

enough system of educating our children. If a parent had the option to stay home with their 
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kids throughout remote learning there is no reason for them to not just homeschool them on 

their own and pick their own curriculum. 

The kids that you keep separated or keep at home for their safety are going to be together at 

daycare and/or friends homes while parents are at work. They will be meeting at sports, 

restaurants, movie theaters, and other recreation options as they are opening. l<ids are going 

to Silverwood and Splash. l<ids are in contact with their parents who are in contact with all 

the other adults in town through errands, employment, and family. 

I have also read Public Comment referring to going for only 2 hours, or another set shortened 

time. The people that the kids are going to be in class with, are the same people they will be 

interacting with each time. There is nothing helpful about 2 hours of education and you are 

still going to be with the same kids with germs getting spread whether in 2 hours or 8 hours. 

Bus routes, after school care, recreation, and on and on will ensure kids are contacting other 

kids no matter how you planned on separating them for school. They are not going to stay 

separated whether by primary or secondary contact so please give them the level of 

education they need and you are responsible to provide, that remote learning cannot 

provide. 

The time kids spend in the classroom with guidance to keep them focused helps prepare 

them in life. In short, they get up, get themselves ready to present themselves, make sure 

they have been responsible for pets and chores before being at school for the day, hopefully 

are learning to interact respectfully with adults, and navigate difficult situations that arise 

among their peers. Remote learning does nothing for their personal preparation for life. 

Other parents have added many more concerns that such as kids that don't have as safe of a 

home environment, but as this is my letter, I have provided my main reasons. 

Thank you for your time. 

Boni Rasmussen 
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Nici Holt Cline <nicirae@gmail.com> 
To: publiccomment@mcpsmt.org, talong@mcpsmt.org 

Hi there, 

Public Comment <publiccomment@mcpsmt.org> 

Thu, Jul 30, 2020 at 1 :53 PM 

First of all, thank you so much for your great and thoughtful work regarding the pandemic and return to school. I 
understand there is no perfect solution for all and just a heavy situation all around. 

We have two kids - 5th and 7th grade - currently enrolled in MCPS. Last school year we had generous, hardworking and 
kind teachers who gave online learning their very best. We discovered pretty quickly that the computer-heavy platform did 
not serve our family well, particularly our daughter with dyslexia. 

As we are all trying to come up with solutions that help all kids and families, I am writing to advocate for a homeschool 
connections program. 

I have been researching these programs that are popping up around our country. I feel that the addition of this option 
would meet the needs of many families, like ours, who wish to stay enrolled in public school, and do not want an online 
learning program in their home. Additionally, more enrolled students at MCPS would help with funding and, most 
importantly: the service of more kids. 

The Kenai Peninsula Borough School District offers a program where: 

• Learning takes place at home.
• Learning is designed and presented by families with the support from a Connections Teacher Advisor.
• Students may elect to participate in some courses in the neighborhood school.

During the pandemic, we are all trying our best to make informed decisions, advocate for the safety of our community, 
balance jobs (and job loss) and kids at home, take care of our emotional health and much more. 

Adding the option for kids to learn from home and offline would be a productive and positive solution for families who seek 
an education that is hands on, creative, and person-to-person. It would serve many students with learning disabilities. 

I see it as an additional option: 100% online, A/B day + on line, 100% homeschool, A/8 + homeschool. Thanks for your 
dedication and consideration. 

All my best, 
Nici Holt Cline 

blog: dig this chick 

shop handcrafted: 

DIG 
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Dear Superintendent Watson and School Board Trustees, 

My husband and I are seniors in our mid-seventies. Because of our multiple health concerns, our 

doctors have recommended that we strictly isolate, so we have been doing that. While we are retired 

and self-isolating, the question of school opening has concern for us, as it does for everyone. 

We rely on our son and daughter-in-law for help during the week with many things that we have 

trouble doing ourselves. As they are also living in isolation and have both been working remotely, they 

are the only people who can come into our house. 

Our daughter-in-law teaches in a Missoula public school. We are very concerned about the question 

of in-person classes this fall, given the daily increase in Covid-19 cases in Montana and in Missoula 

County. We are very concerned about the danger to our daughter-in-law and to our son for 

contracting covid-19 if she is teaching school in person, which she would have to do. Once she went 

back to work, we would not be able to see them anymore, which would be very difficult for us. We 

can't be exposed to the virus as we're in the highest risk group. Many families associated with the 

school are in this position. 

We have been watching the daily health briefings by Cindy Farr and Ellen Leahy. At the Friday, July 31, 

briefing, Ellen Leahy noted that the number of active cases on that day was 69, increasing from 60 the 

day before. She said that the reproductive rate or transmission rate in Montana and Missoula County 

is low but that it is ticking up. We have seen that in the last few weeks and likely will continue to see 

these numbers rise as the time goes on without flattening the curve. She said that the three basic 

control measures, distancing, masking, and keeping the number of close contacts low are the only 

ways we can control our number of cases and our transmission rate. She said that the average 

number of close contacts per case is running about 5 and that in Missoula County as of the 31st, the 

Health Department was monitoring 239 close contacts. She said that cluster contacts, including 

workplace clusters, lead to increased community spread. 

It stands to reason, then, if the workplaces of MCPS are opened up by hundreds, more probably 

thousands, of people, the chances for community spread and the rate of infection greatly increase. In 

addition, opening schools only works if every precaution is taken, but we're talking about children. 

What child would be able to strictly adhere to the precautions? How many videos have we seen of 

children with masks only partly on their faces, certainly below their noses. That's only one example. 

If we must all work to keep our number of contacts low in order to control the spread of this 

dangerous virus, it doesn't make sense to open the schools, bringing the potential for vastly increased 

community contact and rate of disease transmission. 
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We are all living with this. We need to keep following the best safety practices that our Health 

Officer, Ellen Leahy, recommends. The possibility is good that there will be a Covid-19 vaccine by the 

start of 2021. While this is very difficult, it seems that the safest course is to keep the number of each 

of our contacts as low as possible to tamp down community spread. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie & Michael McClintock 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
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School Re-Opening 
1 message 

Glenda Bradshaw <glendabradshaw@gmail.com> 
To: publiccomment@mcpsmt.org 
Cc: Hank Trotter <hank.trotter@gmail.com> 

Dear MCPS's Board of Trustees-

Public Comment <publiccomment@mcpsmt.org> 

Mon, Aug 3, 2020 at 6:33 PM 

I wanted to send a note in support of a robust remote only, re-opening of our schools for the upcoming 2020/2021 school 
year. It seems like Covid time moves slowly and then speeds up; one day it feels maybe a little bit safe to cautiously 
reopen schools and then in a blink of an eye it seems like the riskiest thing we could do. In the last week I've gone from 
well, maybe ... to absolutely not, that's a crazy idea. 
Anyway, I could go on and on but I wanted to throw my two cents in for a remote only reopening. At the very least, it 
should be remote only and you would need to opt in for an in classroom experience. There are those for whom an in class 
experience is probably very necessary. Instead of an opt in to remote learning, inclass teaching should be the exception 
and not the norm. It's simply not safe or fair to teachers (who often have their own kids at home) and students. Further, it 
will be very disruptive and socially isolating for families throughout the county who have maintained safe Covid pods to 
now have their children in school with hundreds of other children, exposed to everything they and their families are 
doing.We will no longer know how careful our children's playmates and their families have been. It's like going from zero 
to sixty with one of the potential risks of doing so being death. 
Kids will get to go to school (for a second until 80 people test positive for Covid and it all closes down) but then who can 
we safely see when our children are exposed in large group settings (there's too much data to suggest otherwise). They 
can't see grandparents, immuno-comprimised friends and family, extended family or friends. No safely anyway. 
And I really do want to emphasize the risk to teachers and administrators, as well as to children and their families. If we're 
going to treatteachers and administrators like front line workers, I would like to see them offered hazard pay. They aren't 
getting paid to put their lives at risk. Will they be receiving a pay package and pension equivalent to a police officer? I 
doubt it. It's frequently women's work and women have been at the underpaid forefront of essential Covid workers. You 
have the power to change that. 

For those children who need to be in a school setting, perhaps grades can be combined. I think there's lots of good 
outcomes to multi-age classrooms. The idea should be to minimize the number of people going into a physical classroom 
and to maximize the education delivered through remote channels. The kids should be ready to log in and be at school at 
8 or 8:30 and there should be nearly day long teacher led instruction. 

I hope you will strongly consider not reopening the schools and having teachers and children attempting to learn in a very 
stressful and likely unsafe environment. It's 2020, we should be using technology. There is no reason to unilaterally 
reopen. It is far too risky, to everyone involved. 

Best-

Glenda Bradshaw 



https://www.greenschoolyards.org/outdoor-infrastructure
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MISSOULA COUNTY 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Return to School Concerns 

Jill Derryberry <jhderryberry@gmail.com> 
To: publiccomment@mcpsmt.org 

Dear Board Members, 

Public Comment <publiccomment@mcpsmt.org> 

Mon, Aug 10, 2020 at 4:48 PM 

As a teacher, I want more than anything to be back in my classroom teaching students. I also want it to be safe and 
effective. When I received notice of the initial phasing plan and the data and metrics that would be used in making the 
decision, I felt reassured that we were doing what was in the best interest of our students, staff and community. I falsely 
believed the metrics would be followed and started keeping track of the sites provided and the numbers reflected. 
We were told local data would be examined from 7/29 until 8/26. 
Now, we are not looking at the most current data that, in fact, shows case counts averaging 9. Our infection rate was 
reported to be 1.04 in Missoula County by DPHHS in their Aug. 4 briefing. 
All of these indicate that we should be opening in phase 0. Yet in our recent update we were told that despite the 
increases in ALL of the metrics being used, the recommendation would still be for in-person learning. It was followed by 
an acknowledgement that this will result in transmission of COVID-19 among our staff and students, and, therefore, 
community. 
We are being told the data doesn't matter. Safety isn't paramount. 
Furthermore, the plans for in-person instruction are not pedagogically sound. While I agree in-person learning is best for 
students under normal circumstances, what is not accounted for is the significant changes being made to in-person 
learning. Having students sit for hours, condensing content, while limiting strong interactive teaching strategies is not 
going to have the benefits some keep touting. It will be both unsafe AND detrimental to learning and engagement, thereby 
accomplishing nothing positive. 
I had trust the district would do what was in the best interest of our students, staff and community. Now I cannot trust the 
changing messages and feel I'm seen as expendable and worth putting in harm's way for a faulty pretense of in-person 
learning. 

Please follow the initial plan and the most current data that shows we should open in phase O with the hope of returning 
to effective in-person learning when case counts are low. 

Thank you for your consideration, 
Jill Derryberry 
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MISSOULA COUNTY 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Public Comment <publiccomment@mcpsmt.org> 

Our kids are not experiments; please do not re-open 

Emily Withnall <emilywithnall@gmail.com> 
To: publiccomment@mcpsmt.org 

Dear Missoula County Public School Board, 

Mon, Aug 10, 2020 at 7:19 PM 

I am writing with concern about the proposed re-opening plans as a parent with two teens in the MCPS schools. Like 
almost all parents right now, I'm well aware that there are no good options. It's impossible to work with kids at home and 
there are many social and emotional benefits to kids being at school, in addition to learning. However, no loss of life is 
worth it. Not enough is known yet about deaths in children, and even if it's .05%, does Missoula want to face even one 
child's death as the result of re-opening too soon? The economy can be rebuilt. It will be hard, but it's possible. A child's 
life cannot be returned. And even if children are 100% protected (which we know they are not) teachers are at extremely 
high risk. Even if they are teaching half empty classrooms and not interacting with other adults at all, the chances are still 
great that they will contract covid-19. They'd have to be in Hazmat gear and N-95s to avoid this. I'm horrified that the 
national leadership is asking teachers, who already receive so little compensation, to risk their lives. I know many will take 
that risk because they love their students so much. But it's not fair to put them in that position. 

I understand that if schools don't re-open that this will leave many families in the lurch. I understand that many kids are 
safer at school and rely on schools for food. But I believe these factors can be solved for without putting so many other 
people at risk, too. I'm writing to ask you to please consider starting the school year with online instruction for all students 
for at least the first 9 weeks. This is what many other school districts across the U.S. are doing, and it would allow time for 
more planning and for monitoring the pandemic, especially since numbers are only continuing to rise. 

And while there is real concern for the lowest income families, especially with regard to food security, low income families 
are also the least likely to have access to health insurance or adequate health care. Low income families whose kids 
have been exposed to covid-19 will be at even greater risk if they cannot afford to go to the hospital. People without 
insurance are dying at higher rates because of the terror of how much medical debt they will face if they go to the ER. 
MCPS did a wonderful job with ensuring food access in the spring and I have no doubt that it can be done again. But 
please don't put the most vulnerable families in the position of having to choose between a kid (or other vulnerable family 
member) dying or a mountain of debt. 

If, however, MCPS pushes forward with any type of re-opening, I'd ask that there be widespread testing of students and 
teachers regularly, regardless of symptoms. As reported just today, 116 construction workers in Bozeman tested positive 
for covid-19, after passing temperature checks. They were all asymptomatic. Most kids will likely be asymptomatic, too. 
Temperature checks are not sufficient for keeping students and teachers safe. 

Before any plan is finalized, I hope that if schools do re-open in person in even a limited way, that you will let parents 
know what the expectations are regarding a student or teacher testing positive. Will the student have to quarantine? What 
accommodations will be made for the student, especially if they are ill with regard to attendance and making up work? 
Will their classmates and teacher have to quarantine? If not, what is the thinking behind that? If so, what about anyone 
the teacher has come into contact with (other adults at the school, family at home, etc.)? And if there are multiple 
incidents like this, with large chunks of a school in quarantine at regular intervals, will this lead to full online learning? If 
so, what are the requirements for making that decision? 

My kids will not be returning to school in person. I am a single parent on Medicaid and food stamps and have many of the 
same work concerns as other parents about how to pay my bills and get work done. However, my worry is that if schools 
give parents the option to send their kids, many will trust that it's safe to do so when no one is actually able to guarantee 
that. Please don't put parents in that position. Or teachers. Or kids. 

Thank you for taking time to consider my perspective. I do not envy the position you are in and understand that it must be 
extremely difficult. 

Emily Withnall 
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To: "publiccomment@mcpsmt.org" <publiccomment@mcpsmt.org> 

To T he School Board, 

Public Comment <publiccomment@mcpsmt.org> 

Mon, Aug 10, 2020 at 10: 19 PM 

I realize every family has a unique situation and you are dealing with a lot right now. I am hoping for some clarification 
before the Online Academy registration begins on Wednesday. My daughter is going into 8th grade and has completed 
7th grade Advanced Math. Due to my younger daughter's previous heart, lung and immune system issues, both of our 
daughter's will need to access the Online Academy. Will my older daughter be able to continue with her Advanced. Math 
class as she has already completed the first semester of 8th grade math last year? We would like to see her continue to 
be challenged in math, she is a very bright child and would be bored if she had to repeat the material she learned last 
year. 

Thank you, 
Erin Beaudette 
Mother to Brooklynn (8th grade at CS Porter) and lrelyn (5th grade at Jeannette Rankin) 















https://www.missoulacounty.us/government/health/health-department/emergency-preparedness/coronavirus








































https://schools.forhealth.org/risk-reduction-strategies-for-reopening-schools/


https://theconversation.com/how-to-use-ventilation-and-air-filtration-to-prevent-the-spread-of-coronavirus-indoors-143732?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20August%2010%202020%20-%201700116405&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20August%2010%202020%20-%201700116405+Version+A+CID_c4fb87354aaec2776dbd260de63da56c&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_term=make%20a%20room%20safer%20if%20you%20cant%20open%20a%20window
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1NEhk1IEdbEi_b3wa6gI_zNs8uBJjlSS-86d4b7bW098/edit#gid=1882881703




https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/early/2020/08/07/sciadv.abd3083













































